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An innovative, highly organized personality with a history of profound success in Management and 

Organisation. Hands-on demonstrated leadership skills in operations. A seasoned team leader with 

the ability to coach and mentor to create a solid team with a commitment to quality standards and 

superior administration through strategies and proficiencies in diverse fields.He is a proven 

communication specialist who has done many successful campaigns across a diverse group of fields in 

the state, adept with social media, brand identity creation, relationship management, event planning 

& supervision and content creation. Strong research, leadership, and communication skills are his 

focused areas on achieving objectives creatively, efficiently. He has stupendous vision, also a colossal 

disciplinarian, sociable, creative, emotionally stable,affable & amiable in nature. He is having high 

professional vigour, much well organised and a strong decision maker, who always encourage strategic 

thinking, innovation and action. Always maintains a flexible mindset and tries for new ideas preferring 

smart work rather than hard work. 

 

The journey from a struggling student activist to State secretary was not a path of Roses. 

 

Born in a Hindu Brahmin family at Sundargarh amidst forest, mountains and tribal infested locality, he 

has completed childhood study in the native village and higher education in the district headquarters. 

Since childhood days, he was much involved in literary and organisational structuring, which enhanced 

his leadership attributes. 

A school going student after getting motivated to serve the nation joined the Akhil Bharat Vidyarthi  

Parishad. Served people during the time of flood  and drought in different parts of Odisha. After 

playing a great role to serve the people ,The ABVP appointed him as the Joint Secretary of Odisha . 

Motivated many youths and students towards serving the nation . After seeing his great organizational 

quality BJP, The largest political party of the world , gave him a organisational work in its youth wing 

.Then he became State executive member of BJYM and State General Secretary of BJYM Odisha. His  

organizational capabilities was excellent and again the party appointed him as State General secretary 

of BJYM Odisha and then appointed him as State President of BJYM Odisha, the largest youth 

organisation. Now he is serving as State secretary of BJP Odisha. His work and dedication towards 

nation building is highly exemplary. He is the key person in western part of Odisha , especially in the 

Sundergarh , Sambalpur , Jharsuguda , Bargarh District to coordinate and implement the Garib Kalyan 

Yojanas to door step of the people. Also worked to set up and maintain a Nation Building voter 

database.Trained party members and volunteers on canvassing and organizing best practices. He has 

also attended many trainings/ workshops inside and outside India. He was a part of the delegation 

team led by Sri Siddharth Nath Singh and visited China for building up bilateral relations between the 

two countries as discussed by Mr Xing Ping, the President of Republic of China and Honourable Prime 

Minister of India Sri Narendra Modi in 2014.  

 

• Awarded and honoured by many social organisations for the philanthropic work, he does 

round the clock.A disciplinarian and dedicated person, who always work within the prescribed 

boundaries and thinks out of box. 


